METAPHYSICAL VISIONS: MIDDLE EUROPE EXHIBITION CHECKLIST

Mrdjan Bajic

Sculptures:
- **Hydroelectric Power-plant** 1988
  - synthetic fur, aluminum, and polyester resin
- **Blacksmith** 1987
  - iron, terra-cotta and wood
- **Transformer** 1988
  - copper, iron, polyester resin and terra-cotta

Models: (from left to right)
- **Exterior Reserves**
- **House on Glass Legs**
- **Glacier**
- **Factory**
- **Water-Tower**

Mirosław Baika

- **John (15,6)** 1989 (piece in stairwell)
  - neon lights, wooden construction, painted jute, transformer and ash
- **The River** 1988-89 (in lower gallery)
  - wooden construction, painted jute, ash, neon lights and transformer
- **Sand Pit** 1989 (in lower gallery)
  - wooden construction, painted jute, transformer and salt

Jiri David (from left to right)

- **Mother Country Vlast** 1988 (behind front desk)
  - acrylic and combine technique
- **Vlava River** 1988
  - acrylic on canvas
- **Charles Bridge Tower** 1988
  - acrylic and combine technique
- **On the Roofs** 1988
  - acrylic on canvas
- **Home Domov** 1988
  - acrylic and combine technique

El Kazovskij

- **Desert Sandpit VII** 1989
  - Mixed media installation
- **The Good Pastor and the Mountain Animals** 1968
  - Mixed media

Individual sculptures within installation
Zeljko Kipke (from left to right)

In nomine machinae de Catalunya 1986
iron plates, aluminum plate, synthetic paint
and oil on canvas

Looe de aequilibrio 1987
wooden board, zinc and aluminum sheets, iron key
and oil on canvas

Punctum Yod 1986
oil and aluminum sheets on canvas

Ave annochinaca 1988
oil and aluminum sheets on canvas

Rogius urendi 1988
oil and aluminum sheets on canvas

Jiri Kovanda (from left to right)

Intelligent Man 1987
tempera on paper

Red Rhinoceros 1987
tempera on paper

Happy Face 1987
tempera on paper

Progress 1987
dispersion on canvas

Longing 1987
dispersion on canvas

Wings 1986
dispersion on fabric

Defiance 1986
dispersion on fabric

Mariusz Kurk

Laughing John with fruit 1989
wood, string, paper, metal, canvas

Untitled 1989
wood string, paper, metal

Untitled 1989
wood, string, paper, metal

Piotr Kurka

Untitled 1989 (in hallway)
paper mache, wood and pine needles

Untitled 1989
velvet, wood and rose stems

Untitled 1989
branches and metal

Untitled 1989
metal net, canvas, glue and earth